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ARCHITECTURAL EDUCATION 

Paper read by Professor H. Payne, M.Inst.C.E., M.I. ,E„ Dean 
of the Faculty of Engineering at the Melbourne University. 

UESTIQNS affecting the education of an Architect con-
cern, not only the Architectural profession, but also the 
public. 

The Architect is called upon to create all the monu-
mental efforts of mankind, as well as its habitations, 

business premises, factories, and many of its other structural neces-
sities. 

Your profession has been subject to growth from prehistoric be-
ginnings. Australia can claim a continuance of early form, in the 
bark hut of the aborigine; and with the advent of the Europeans 
it has some noble forms of Architecture. I venture to suggest to the 
observer that much of the struggle of the ages to express itself Archi-
tecturally might be seen in the varied assortment of style that is 
evident, even in Melbourne. The haphazard growth of towns and 
cities has called into being Town Planning Associations. Whilst the 
Town Planner sees to the adequate arrangement of houses, the con-
servation of open spaces, and the provision of ample inter-communica-
tion for traffic requirements, it is to the Architect that the public 
looks for the creation of its homes and work places, its houses of 
worship and its palaces of pleasure. 

The profession of Architecture is one in which each member may 
exercise his best thoughts and give effect to the highest ideals of the 
race; even in the design of a humble dwelling it is possible to intro-
duce elevating ideals which will help to sweeten life to its occupants. 
Longfellow truly says:-- 

"Ah, to build, to build! 
That is the noblest art of all the arts. 
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Painting and Sculpture are but images, 
Are merely shadows cast by outward things 
On stone or canvas, having in themselves 
No separate existence. Architecture, 
Existing in itself, and not in seeming 
A something it is not, surpasses them, 
As substance shadow." 

Truly, the Architect has the unique life opportunity of helping 
to mould the ideals of his country by truth as expressed in his work 
and by beauty as seen in his skill. 

The constant aim at something new does not necessarily imply 
something good. Impressionism is comparatively new in painting, 
but it is very doubtful if it tends to an uplift of the art of painting. 

One of the tasks set to the would-be artist is to study the masters 
in painting and sculpture; so it is surely right in the training of the 
Architect for him to undergo a close study of masterpieces in his 
professional training. 

Architectural training is seldom adequately carried out solely 
in the office of a practitioner, because the Architect has to put his 
whole thought into the work required by his clients. Nearly every 
Architect gets into a particular style of his own, and his articled 
pupil soon adopts his style. Whilst it is good for the youth to fol-
low the master, it is not necessarily a style that will persist and it 
is not necessarily that best adapted to the pupil. 

No doubt every articled pupil is dealt with fairly by his chief, 
and some encourage their pupils upon broad lines of study; but, in 
the main, it may be said that breadth of view to the student comes 
only by ranging over wider vistas than can be supplied in individual 
offices. Breadth of view can come only to the mind capable of im-
bibing it, hence it is both necessary and desirable for the well-being 
of the profession that its recruits shall be drawn from a well-educated 
source. 

Some of the learned professions require matriculation or the 
School Leaving Certificate before entry thereupon. May I venture 
to suggest that this Institute might well require not less than the 
school intermediate certificate standard before granting recognition 
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to any articles between Architect and Pupil. By the adoption of 
some such standard the Institute would inaugurate a double safe-
guard, the one for the architect taking the pupil, in that he would be 
surer of getting the right material to work upon; and the other for 
the pupil, in that he would only be permitted to enter the sphere of 
Architecture on having the minimum necessary mental capacity there-
for. 

I would hesitate to specify any particular curriculum of school 
education, but, in general, beleive that a good, sound, secondary educa-
tion—up to, and if possible including the School Leaving Certificate—
will form a right starting-point for Architectural studies, provided 
always that the pupil or student possesses some natural bent to the 
artistic side of life. The artistic sense should have expressed itself 
either in painting, drawing, modelling, carving, sculpture, or even in 
making simple things of good proportion, as is often seen in cabinet, 
work. 

The pupilage training is one which I am not qualified to go into, 
either as to the matter taught or as to the time required therefor. 
However, I may mention that the general tendency in all vocational 
training of youth is to allow considerable time off from office work 
during the day to enable the pupil to pursue a course of systematic 
study. This trend of educational development is finding favour in 
most countries, and the Architects of Melbourne are to be con-
gratulated in having taken this forward step. 

The training outside of a practitioner's office is given either at 
one of the State Technical Colleges, which may be dealt with by Mr. 
Haddon and others, or at the University of Melbourne. 

A request for higher architectural training was made to the 
Council of the University in August, 1913, when a petition was pre-
sented, signed by over fifty architectural students, pupils and 
draughtsmen, asking for increased facilities for the study of architec-
ture at the University, and for recognition of work done in this sub-
ect at the Technical Colleges. It will be well for me to place on 
record the origin of this movement. 

In 1913, Mr. Mansbridge, Secretary to the Workers' Educa-
tional Movement of Great Britain, visited Australia. He addressed 

[a 
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a public meeting in the Auditorium, but due to the inclemency of the 
weather there were not more than thirty persons gathered to hear 
the lecturer. Mr. Mansbridge dealt with the difficulties which had 
been overcome by the Workers' Educational Movement in England, 
and pointed out how the University of Oxford had received deputa-
tions from workpeople and how it had helped forward the movement. 
'There were present at this meeting two young men, training for the 
profession of Architecture. One of them, the late Lieutenant A. S. 
Williams, was so much impressed with the fact that the workmen of 
Great Britain had themselves moved for higher education that he 
came to the conclusion that if these workers could obtain such assist-
ance from the University of Oxford, surely it should be possible for 
Architectural students to themselves move for special facilities to 
obtain higher architectural training at the University of Melbourne. 
Straightway Williams took the lead, and acted quickly by calling to-
gether the youth of Melbourne who were working for the profession 
of Architecture. His enthusiasm quickly spread and your Institute 
wisely supported the movement, which they launched with the peti-
tion to the University Council. The University gave the matter 
very careful attention, removed as many difficulties as possible by regu-
lation and improved the course leading to its Diploma of Architecture. 
It was most gratifying to find your Institute and the University com-
ing together and acting in hearty co-operation. One way by which it 
immediately showed itself was in the reciprocal recognition of each 
other's examination tests. 

Following this a deputation, consisting of representative men 
from the profession and University, waited upon the Premier (Hon. 
Wm. A. Watt), when a request was made for the creation of a Chair 
of Architecture. At that time the Premier said that he could not 
see his way to comply with the request, but he encouraged the forward 
move, hinting that further representation might be made at a later 
date if the new movement grew and flourished. 

In 1914 nearly all those who signed the petition entered upon 
the University course of study leading to its Diploma of Architecture, 
part of the work being arranged for in the day and part at night 
classes. Some classes were started specially to cope with the new 
demand. 
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Then carne the outstanding catastrophe of our epoch, the Great 
War, and nobly have our students responded to the call for men in 
relation thereto. 	Quite half of the petitioners are in the firing line, 
and the school is down to about 40 per cent. of expectation, but this 
is not surprising as the Engineering School also is down to about 40 
per cent of pre-war numbers, and we would not have it otherwise. 

Williams enlisted in the A.I.F. on the completion of his first year's. 
course, and I cannot forget that, when telling me of this step, he said 
he had promised his fellow-petitioners to take every step in his power 
so as to enable them to obtain the Diploma of Architecture. He re-
quested me to personally take up his work of helping any of his fel-
lows who required guidance and to act for their welfare during his 
absence at the front. Williams went to the war in the Engineers' 
Corps, and has laid down his life for his country. 

I am glad that you have placed an Honour Roll in this room  
and have recorded thereon the names of your gallant fellows who 
have gone forward in the cause of liberty and right, men—in the full 
sense of the word-who are thus maintaining the work of progress 
counted dearer than life, and who are preventing a harking back in 
the ideals of the nation. All honour to such men. 

Despite the war a few have completed the University course and 
the Institute has an opportunity of judging as to results from your 
Associates, such as Sutherland and Keage, two military rejects. 

It is gratifying to the University to have had some of your 
leaders associated with it on its teaching staff. It is but fitting to 
record the names of Henderson, Blackett, Eggleston, Alsop, Gawler 
and Drummond, as being those to whom the University is indebted 
for its teaching in Architecture. 

During the present year, Mr. Alsop suggested the formation 
of an Architectural Atelier, and it has been decided to build and start 
one, of from Boo to i000 square feet floor space, to be open for work 
in March, 1919. Again your Institute has shown its broad outlook 
by joining with the University in putting the proposed Atelier on 
to a reasonable basis. It should be a sufficient guarantee to your 
members as to its development to know that your President has 
graciously accepted the chairmanship of the Atelier Committee and 

[that 
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that three of the other four members are from your leading Archi-
tects, the fourth member being the Dean of the Engineering Faculty, 
who is only there for the purpose of coupling up the work of the 
Atelier with the other activities of the University. 	No doubt this 
apparent anomaly will be altered as soon as it is found feasible to 
establish a separate Faculty of Architecture, under which all things 
pertaining to the training of an Architect must eventually come. 

The formation of a Faculty of Architecture would quickly fol-
low the foundation of a Chair of Architecture and the consequent es-
tablishment of Degrees in Architecture, which are very desirable, and 
it may be that your Institute again will see its way to move in such 
direction. Every educational movement should come from the pro-
fession, if it is to be of lasting benefit to it. 

It is hoped that the Atelier will supply the post-graduate side 
of Architectural Education and the endeavour will be to run it some-
what on the lines of the famous Paris institution. Members are to 
have free access to it, as each member will be provided with a latch-
key. Here designs will be worked out and criticised, lectures and 
talks will be given by the Director of Studies, and it is hoped that 
the leading men of your profession will give of their ripe experience to 
help uplift the view-point of the profession. 

There is yet one other side to education, namely, that of travel. 
To no profession can it be of greater value to travel than to the Archi-
tectural one, and the establishment of one or more travelling scholar-
ships would not only act as a great incentive to effort but also would 
redound to the benefit of the donors. If it be possible to establish a 
travelling scholarship, then I am of opinion that one of the conditions 
on which it should be allocated is that the scholar be required to 
give, on his return, at least one lecture a week for the Academic 
Year in connection with some aspect of work viewed in his travels. 
Thus the value of travel could be made of value to those who have 
not been priviliged in that direction, and the scholarship would possess 
an enhanced value to the profession. 

In conclusion, I would urge you on to a further architectural 
advance, emphasizing that all your education should aim at showing 
how to apply that Beauty which is indeed the truth of Art. 



._._~~~... 	MINOR 	 na• 	 
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Paper read by Mr. Walter R. Butler (F.), F.R.T.B.A., at the 
General Meeting of the Institute, 23rd July, 'g'8. 

Y position this evening is somewhat akin to that of a 
novice, sandwiched as I am between our learned 
friends, Professor Payne and Mr. R. J. Haddon, 
both of them skilled and experienced in educational 
matters, while I can rank only as an onlooker moved 

to speak by an inherent interest in this subject, and disturbed by the 
vexed, confused and discordant clamour that is heard rising above 
the din of battle, from those who are endeavouring to come to some 
agreement as to how best we can improve the present methods and 
customs regulating Architectural Education to-day. 

It seems to be agreed on all sides that the Architectural profes-
sion, the world over, has had of late years an unpleasant heckling. 
Our position as Architects has not advanced in proportion with other 
leading activities. Our profession on the contrary is, perhaps, losing 
ground in some aspects of its former existence. 	The Engineer is 
taking the place of the Architect in much that is being done in the 
world, and some are bold enough to predict that he will supplant the 
Architect. Personally, I fail to see that it matters if he does. The 
effect would only be that the name of the designer of buildings would 
be changed from. Architect to Engineer. The buildings of each gener-
ation will be designed, notwithstanding, and I have too much faith in 
the hold Art has upon man to imagine the possibility of the Engineer, 
even against his own will, not giving expression to those faculties of 
design that under natural conditions produce beauty in the execution 
of utilitarian work. We must not admit any sort of antagonism be-
tween the two branches of our glorious profession. Engineering is 
the child of Architecture, and we must see to it that father and son 
work together harmoniously. 

The modern Architect seems to be a little anaemic; something 
has gone wrong with the breed, some strain is getting in causing 
deterioration, and new blood is wanted to save the quality of the 
stock. 

[The 
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The evident falling away of the Architect's position in the com-
munity has been most pointedly and painfully emphasized in England 
by the fact that the Government Authorities, in their time of stress 
arising out of the war, completely passed over Architects as a body 
of men who could be of national service to the community in the 
hour of peril, and they engaged engineers to erect their work-shops, 
huts, hangars, hospitals, and a thousand and one other buildings; and 
they put business men and women on to make specifications of the 
goods required for army service, to check the delivery, and to organise 
new work and industry, and the great body of Architects who, around 
the Royal Institute, would have unitedly lent their hand, specially 
trained and skilled as we imagined it was in many of these things. 
But though the Royal Institute of British Architects proffered their 
services free, the War Office for the first years of the war could find 
no use for them. They have found them something to do now, how-
ever ; and that is, the preparation of designs for workmen's cottages 
for the new housing scheme England so sadly stands in need of. 

It is better that we have some small recognition than none at all. 
But how much better were it that in such an hour of national distress 
our standing and position in the community demanded that we at 
once, in a body, be called in to design, organise, and superintend the 
erection of the main buildings essential to the war. 

Building, we are informed, has been stopped in England during 
the war. It is only public building that has been stopped; building 
that the Architects in normal times earn their living by. Building 
has not stopped; for have not bricklayers and tradesmen recently 
been advertised for, even in Australia, to go to England because there 
are not artisans enough for the work to be done there? 

Architects are languishing and idle, though; while Engineers and 
others are doing the war building work that Architects, one would 
imagine, are better qualified to do than any other body of men. The 
Government of the Old Country has no use for Architects except 
they can carry rifles or dig trenches. The educated skill they are 
supposed to have in designing and specifying, organising and supervis-
ing that is their life's training, is of no value whatever to the Govern-
ment. England's great Architects, most of whom are above the age 
of military service, being deprived by act of Parliament of their 
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means of earning a livelihood, may go and play bowls or shoot part-
ridges, for anything the war authorities care, and meanwhile 
others are given the work tò do that Architects should be doing. 
And if we don't mind our p's and q's the same humiliating condition 
will arise here, if Australia should he thrown into a war on its own 
hearth instead of at other people's doors. 

The question arising from this reflection is "Why were the 
Architects thus passed over by the War Authorities at a time when 
one would imagine they would be only too. anxious to avail themselves 
of ability specially trained and skilled in the work required?" 

There is no answer to this question, that all will agree upon. 
But we must conclude one of two things: either the Government 
was at fault in not making use of the best services available, or Ar-
chitects are not the most able men to design and superintend the 
erection of buildings of the kind required. 

If the latter alternative is correct, and it is indeed a fact that 
Architects are not the proper persons to design such buildings, it is 
high time that we give very deep and serious attention to the question 
before us to-night, and see if we can discover any defect in the educa-
tion of the Architect that may account for our not being regarded 
by the Government and the public as having any skill or ability 
worth taking notice of when the country is in distress for want of 
new buildings; and let us see to it that Architects of the rising gener-
ation shall be well equipped to occupy a higher status in the com-
munity. 

F do not intend, in the short space of time now allowed me, 
to make any detailed suggestions for improvement in the Institute 
curriculum of Architectural Education, trusting that to the able treat-
ment of the gentlemen with whom I have the honour to be associated 
this evening. 

The wrath engendered in England by the negligent treatment of 
the Profession by the Government, has been a moving factor, , a dis-
turbing element, in conservative professional quarters in London, re-
sulting among other things in a most valuable Conference on Archi-
tectural Education at the Royal Institute of British Architects; and 
as the defects in Architegtural. training in England are akin to ours 

[in 
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in Australia, I will give you a short résumé of the most important 
matters brought forward at the first meeting of the conference above 
referred to. Many of my hearers are no doubt unfamiliar with them 
and, anyway, they will serve as material for discussion. I do not 
assume that we shall come to any final resolution to-night as to what 
action we shall take to improve the conditions of Architectural Educa-
tion, but I do hope that the subject we are met to discuss will be car-
ried forward until definite results are obtained. 

The conference at which this subject was discussed in London 
occupied three sittings last year. At the first meeting Mr. Reginald 
Blomfield, R.A., said, in opening the conference, that the organisation 
and reform of Architectural training which was brought about 15 
years ago, though it had done very well, could not stay there. We 
had to keep abreast of new conditions, new necessities, and we must 
modify and extend our training to meet these new conditions. "There 
is only," he said, "one caution I would suggest, and that is, that 
though modern construction has made extraordinary strides in recent 
years, and though a great many new materials and new inventions have 
come into current use, with all of which students ought to be ac-
quainted, yet there is no need, when we move forward, to burn our 
boats; that is to say, to turn our backs on the knowledge which has 
been acquired by many generations of hard training study. I think 
we shall do wrong if we neglect that. What we have to do is to 
supplement that knowledge, to maintain the level of that training, but 
to associate with it a more thorough scientific training. Our students 
will have to get a grip of these new methods, on the lines that we 
laid down some years ago, and that must be developed." 

Mr. Blomfield announced that the Board of Education had 
thought so highly of the suggestion made by Professor Lethaby to 
organise laboratories for testing in Architectural Education, that 
after thirteen years of consideration they were now giving effect to 
the suggestion wherever possible. 

Mr. Robert Atkinson, Head-master of the ,Architectural Asso-
ciation's School, said he regarded Architecture as an art of the future, 
not of the past alone. Temporary sheds now housed aeroplanes, 
but in the near future permanent buildings and perhaps landing 
places in cities would be needed. Our ancestors were in similar case, 
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and they produced the beautiful solutions which we spend our lives 
in worshipping and copying; a spirit to be admired, but an almost 
useless exercise. Since the introduction of steel, tradition, which once 
kept pace with progress, has been hopelessly outpaced. 	What a 
pathetic breakdown had been witnessed; the Engineer passed the plod-
ding, conservative, hide-bound Architect on the wings of the wind ; 
he produced bridges and railway stations before the bewildered Ar-
chitect could collect his instruments or mount his paper. A partial 
solution of these problems lay, Mr. Atkinson said, in the training 
of the Architect. An Architect is a life-long student, but the begin-
ning of his training—the part under discussion-was the part that 
mattered. It was necessary to arrange programmes of education ; 
:lot narrow-minded courses, but courses open to temperament and 
capable of constant improvement. We had men able and willing to 
save the student useless toil and to give them the benefit of their 
experience. He went on to say;  "Elimination of inessentials is the 
first step in our progress; this sounds simple enough, but in practice 
may be difficult, because here taste plays a part, and taste is an ab-
stract subject shaded according to the individual; generally a majority 
of opinion can be secured which will point the proper way; and in 
elimination we have the first essential of education." 

Architectural Education should be precious and not sold in the 
market-places to all corners. It was one of the essentials and ad-
vantages of a school that a student might see by his side a dozen other 
men working on the same problems. Beyond these schools should be 
provided that which at present is not—further stages as the student 
advances. In the advanced studies there was also need for competi- 
tion and guidance under the directorship of eminent Architects, the 
work being judged periodically by the collective directors criticised 
and placed according to their logical solutions of the programme with 
an award, perhaps of laurel leaves--a sufficient reward—the esteem 
of his fellows. 

Historic Architecture was part of the life of its particular period. 
Teaching should show whether the Architecture was deliberate or 
dictated by the materials and habits of life. The only use there was 
in the knowledge of :old things lay in the ability to analyse them, 

[to 
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to pick out those that were useful, and those that were not, and to 
be able to apply the result to modern problems. This essence of 
analysis was the faculty that would tend to solve our modern diffi-
culties. We did not wish to become archaeologists (at least, except 
for pleasure). With planning it was the same thing; we did not 
study ancient planning for its dimensions, we wished to learn, to 
analyse, to see how the forms of roofing dominated the shape of rooms, 
why axial Iines were maintained and why adopted, tv see if parallel 
axes were good or harmful and so on What part of historical con-
struction, except perhaps masonry and brickwork, applies to modern 
construction? All is obsolete except the most simple part of it. 
Why not then teach )historical architecture and construction as one 
subject and begin modern construction on the foundation thus pro-
vided? Why should a steel-frame or reinforced concrete building 
be clothed like an Italian Palace or a Roman Temple? Why blot 
out the precious daylight with simulation rustication? "The Archi-
tect always had a tendency to lock himself up with his books when 
he prepared his design; ,why not go out and see life? The life of 
the intended occupants; 'of the poor devil who had to pass his life 
in a room with a small window either on the ceiling or on the floor, 
or perhaps even sharing it with another poor devil in another little 
room." 

People would say that these new methods and materials were 
ugly, that the results would not bear comparison with the old. Prob-
ably so, but that was the Architect's fault. And again, taste was 
a matter of education ; even these so-called ugly things may be gradu-
ally improved—or, it might be, become so familiar that they uncon-
sciously become better. 

We worshipped at the shrine of the past too much; we were not 
materialistic enough. We should use the past as a step to the 
future, not look upon it as an unattainable level. The past was not 
produced by such methods. 

Draughtsmanship was certainly a great help to the Architect. 
It was easier to visualise a building from a good drawing than a 
bad one, and when not abused-the projection of shadows and render-
ing was invaluable in finding the correct massing of parts, and the 
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correct weight and projection of ornaments—always, of course, al- 
lowing for that elusive element, "taste." 	Experience of students 
showed that the best perspective hand was usually the most prolific 
designer, and the best at the handling of masses, his faculty of "seeing 
all round" being more highly developed than that of his fellows. 

With regard to the examinations, Mr. Atkinson believes that if 
the Institute were more directly connected and interested in educa-
tion on the lines sketched, the examinations would be a truer test of 
value. 

"I quite realise that all Architects cannot climb to these dizzy 
heights," he said, "and that the plodding person is the backbone of 
the profession. For that reason I think it would be a great injustice 
to raise the standard of the examinations to too high a level. It 
would be better to award post-graduate diplomas for, say, design, 
town-planning, scientific research, or specialised subjects; these would 
tend to the Continuation of studies in the particular line of each 
student and get rid of the idea now prevalent that once the final is 
passed the goal is reached." 

Combination in business, too, might be encouraged more than it 
is; very often a particular person's lack of success is his lack of 
business ability or some one-sided reason. 

In the discussion which followed Mr. Atkinson's paper, Mr. 
Allan E. Munby, M.A., said: "If I may be allowed to add a personal 
opinion to my report, it is that the Royal Institute of British Archi-
tects should endeavour to come more closely into touch with our well-
known schools, with a view not only of assisting the education of boys 
destined to become Architects, but, by making the profession of Ar-
chitecture better known and understood, help to draw its students 
from the ranks of the Public Schools to a larger extent. That 
much more science is required in an Architect's training, if modern 
structures are to continue to be within his province, will probably be 
admitted, and much of this knowledge might be obtained at the. 
Public Schools were the Board's Examination framed to require it and 
made more widely known." 

Professor S. D. Adshead said: "In view of the interest that is 
at the moment being concentrated upon improvements in the so- 

[called 
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called scientific side of an Architect's training, I propose to submit 
a few remarks which may help to remind us that Architecture is an 
art, and in its highest aspect a fine art and the mistress art. No, 
Architecture is not based on construction, on the spacing of stanchions, 
on the jointing of girders, on the depth of beams and the span of 
trusses. It is a medium of emotional expression giving utterance to 
phases of the fancy, arrived at like all the arts by processes of sug-
gestion. It suggests phases of human thought, aspects of mind, con-
ditions of temperament, states of conscience, and particularly such as 
bind us to this earth. And construction is nothing more to Archi-
tecture than the peculiarities of paper and pencil are to the draughts-
man. Construction merely controls the method and defines the 
medium of expression. It has nothing to do with the thing expressed. 
The Parthenon, the Pantheon, Genain's Library, the Pont Alexandre, 
Paris, and the spire of Salisbury Cathedral, are not only pieces of 
construction aesthetically expressed; they are much more—they axe 
imaginative conceptions submissive to the limitations of the material 
of which they are constructed ; and, therefore, it is my view that at 
the outset of a student's career he should be taught that Architecture 
is akin to the fine arts ; that, like painting, music and sculpture, it is 
an emotional art, and that the kind of emotions which it can arouse 
are closely related to those which are aroused by reference to history 
and tradition; that being more dependent for its expression upon 
material than are painting and sculpture, construction and a know-
ledge of construction are absolutely essential to its practical realisation, 

but nothing more. 
"Again I submit that what we want to do is to improve our 

educational prospectus, and insist more emphatically that Architecture 
is in its finality a fine art." 

Mr. Reginald Blomfield thought it was very important to know 
the opinion of members of the conference in regard to the teaching 
of science to Architectural students. 

Professor Lethaby said that he thought it was false to set up 
an opposition between science and art at all. "Science, in its applica-
tion," he said, "is an art such as the building art. The knowledge 
preliminary to the laying out of a great bridge, the knowledge of 

   



metals and of stresses, is science; but the putting it into operation, the 
building of the bridge or the battleship, is an art. It is mere obfus-
cation and obscurantism and everything bad, this suggested opposition 
between science and art. I would make the teaching of Architec-
ture," he said, "wholly science. I would attempt to set out the real 
science of building; the exploration of the possibilities of planning 
through.an Architectural geometry; to know the possibilities of design-
ing through the mechanical necessities of structure and so on. I would 
allow no taste to come in in teaching. You can teach nothing but 
science, and to teach science is to open the way to art and tempera-
ment, to taste, or whatever you like to term it. It is always there 
and will always come in; you are giving the man the means, and 
nothing else should be taught but science." 

A very interesting, competent, and remarkable Professor of 
painting had lately visited him, Professor Lethaby said, from Brussels, 
who said the same thing about the teaching of painting, viz.: That 
they had come to the conclusion in Brussels that what should be 
taught was the science of painting and that the artist had the rest of 
what was required in himself. "In the same way," he added, "I 
think, we shall have to come to the conclusion, some day—it may be 
twenty years, it may be 200 years hence—that the only thing which 
can be taught in Architecture is the science of it, science all round; 
geometry as applied to it, mechanics as applied to it ; but that does 
not ignore the question of the art, or the temperament, or the genius; 
it opens the way to those qualities." 

Sir John Burnett suggested the appointment of a committee on 
which professors in outside schools might be asked to serve, to con-
sider not only what the Architect should be, and can be, educated to 
do, but how his education can be co-related with the existing schools, 
taking the student from the time he leaves school, going on to the 
secondary schools, the technical college, and even to the University. 

Several other speakers added valuable hints and suggestions, and 
endorsed the general view that every competent Architect in the 
future will have to know his way about in the scientific treatment 
and use of materials, and how to utilize them to the best advantage, 
and shape them' to the best, forni. 

[Paper 
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Paper read at the General Meeting of the Institute, 23rd July, 1918, 
on Architectural Education, by Mr. R. J. Haddon (F.), F.R.I.B.A. 

HAVE sometimes thought of late that we are some- 
what prone, perhaps, to forget in our thoughts and 
often in our methods of education what an Architect 

really is. 
We have met to-night to discuss "Architectural 

Education," let us then forthwith define what an Architect is—or 
should be. 

An Architect is a skilled designer of buildings and a director 
of their erection and decoration. 

If any normal youth is wise and feels called upon to enter this 
ancient profession; if he has the natural gifts required, the good stout 
heart to press through a long course, and the necessary financial back-
ing from his people, then let him remember—and with a single eye and 
a single purpose, press towards the mark—and that mark the mark 
that he may be first of all a gentleman in general education, manners 
and demeanour, and secondly, a man highly skilled in all that tech-
nical knowledge and design means as far as building is concerned. 

Now, this, I am sure, means the cutting out of other things. I 
speak now from a very considerable and in some way unique experi-
ence of the matter, when I say that the study of Architecture properly 
pursued will certainly be sufficient to absorb the whole attention and 
energy of any ordinary life, and occupy it well and happily without 
allowing side issues to unduly enter in. We live, unfortunately, in 
days when men try to be everything and do everything. The days of 
"Universal Stores." Young man, do not try to be a "Universal 
Store." Try to be a good Architect, an honorable man, and a 
gentleman. Try to love this great work and to keep ever before 
you the high ideals and lofty purposes of this noble profession. Do 
not try to be an Architect who builds. It is no part of the duty of 
an Architect to build ; that may well be left to the builder. Nor need 
you try to be the Architect who engineers; that may also be well left 
to the Engineer, who will in all probability engineer far better than 
you possibly can. 	Do not take the builder's job, or the engineer's 
job, or the surveyor's job; and see that they do not take yours. 
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Now, coming back to our first definition that "the Architect is 
a skilled designer of buildings," let us consider how he may best re-
ceive the necessary training for this work—and let me at the very 
outset emphasize that there must be present in the individual strong 
natural talents for this particular class of life's work. I cannot find 
adequate words in which to make strong enough this most vital de-
cision in the life of any youth: What calling to adopt? What goal 
to aim at? To my mind it is of the most paramount importance, 
and a long life's service or failure may hang upon the cast. 

And first an atmosphere is required. All good things grow in 
good air, and the young prospective Architect needs to be surrounded 
by influences that tend to make him what he should be—skilled, strong 
and reliable. Of such are good offices, good classes and good Insti-
tutes, wherein are working together youths with similar aims, and 
men who have made their mark in the profession. 

Now, one point I would emphasize here, and that is that while 
the profession_ of law, and also the profession of the Church, require 
and demand the high development of the gift of speech, the young 
Architect may well devote his energies more to "doing" than to 
"talking," and what energies men of these other professions may think 
fit to put into eloquent phrases he would be well advised to put into 
eloquent drawing—for drawing, be it remembered, is of the very 
essence and vital life of the Architect's expression. Therefore, to 
the student, I say, by every means in your power, draw; and seek 
wisely and well all those agencies and aids that may assist you to this 
important end that you may "draw well," both with the aid of the 
T and set squares and mathematical instruments, and upon the 
drawing board (those vital implements of the Architect's calling), 
but also freehand from old examples, buildings, Architectural orna-
ment, nature, and wherever and whenever possible; especially always 
with the scale, size, and structure of everything well to the fore in 
in the mind. This, remember, is "the bread and butter gift" of the 
Architect.  

I will now proceed to a further point—the consideration of the 
acquiring of the necessary technical knowledge—and here I may say 
at once that the young Architect should recognise early that his work 

[is 
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is to be directive. The disability of the oft-mentioned "practical man" 
is that he is nearly always too practical upon one thing to be of any 
real good at the whole job of designing and directing the construction 
of a building. I want you to see the importance of having a com-
prehensive view of our work, without which nothing will compen-
sate—nothing, I say. 

Some men are proud of having done a little bit of carpentering, 
a little bit of metal work or stone cutting, or plumbing, or some 
actual work of a building trade, thinking that these things help 
their architecture. I doubt it. 

If we had five lives instead of only one we might well devote 
one to chemistry, one to geology, one to philosophy, and one to work-
ing at the building trades in rotation, and all would doubtless be 
good, but as we only have one life (as far as we can be in any way 
certain), I take it that it devolves upon every student of architecture 
to get down on to his own particular vital work in the shortest time 
possible, and his vital work is to be competent to design buildings with 
beauty and truth, and to supervise their erection with skill and 
equity. 	Therefore, the more he devotes himself to understanding 
without touching, the better. 

Now, to understand we must see, and I will give you a short 
list of 'what you should see:— 

See all the masterpieces of ancient art possible; 
See something of architectural Europe if you can ; 
See something of modern building America if you can; 
See works in progress—weigh this and that and hold fast that 

which is good;  
See every manufactory you can where goods for architectural and 

building purposes are produced. Talk with the craftsmen, under-
stand their aims and methods, and co-operate and help along all 
worthy effort of this sort as far as you are able; 

See the work of the best Architects — if it be worthy, learn 
from it; 

See as much of growing and living nature as you can, and when 
you cannot look at the trees look at the sky as much as possible; 

See all the good books you can, and therein follow the best 
architectural work and drawing; 
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See men and try to understand them ; 
See workmen and all those who handle building materials and 

direct operations, for upon them you are absolutely dependent when 
the child of your brain—the design, the drawing-is passing into 
actual being; 

See life with a clear, honest, steadfast vision, and look upon it 
without fear. It is your opportunity to serve. Serve then with 
all the might of which you are capable. 

Now, proceeding a step further, I should point out that there 
are two main sides to an Architect's education—the practical side, 
and the academic side. How to happily blend these, and to supply 
each in its true and happy proportion, that is the question. 

And first as to practical training: It will be difficult to substi-
tute anything better than the time-honoured system of articled pupil-
age to a recognised Architect of good standing, and thus to enter an 
office and study over a series of years, where actual architectural 
work is daily being carried out both by drawing and supervision, and 
where the work in all its stages is systematized and produced from 
the sketch to the finished building, with all the comprehensive details 
that lie between these two points; all of which the senior Architect 
knows full well. 

This will bring the youth into contact with many vital prob-
lems, and will very soon reveal to him how little he knows and how 
much he needs to know. 

It will also bring him at once face to face with things as they 
are, and not as books and schoolmasters alone have taught him to 
think of them. 

Yet with all this he will need the academic training, for in no 
calling is a continuance of education more necessary and imperative 
than in architecture. 

And there is this about the academic training: It has to do more 
than the office ever can have with the ideals of our calling, with fields 
of thought, endeavour and practice, not confined within the somewhat 
narrow limits of the activities of an average office. 

Here the student should be a student indeed, rubbing shoulders 
in lecture room, drawing classes, and design halls with other students 

[assembled 
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assembled from other offices or other spheres of daily activity. 	In 
this way will the office work become illuminated by the larger visions 
that history and study teaches. 

If I should be called upon to lay down a course of study for 
a student I should do so somewhat as follows:— 

Begin with a good general education. 
Begin only if you feel that you have suitable talent for the work. 
Study architectural history with the object of acquiring a clear 

definite knowledge of the design, construction, features, and ornaments 
of all the leading styles of architecture of the ancient, medieval and 
modern worlds. 

To see and to sketch good examples of existing architecture. 
Drawing practice of every kind. 
The measuring and plotting to scale of old work. 
A close study of applied arts and crafts. 
The nature of building materials, both natural and manufac- 

tured, and their use in building. 
Building construction and practice in all trades. 
Structural mathematics and the skilled use of available data upon 

the weights and strains likely to be met with in buildings, and how 
to calculate and allow for them in modern practice. 

Designing and planning of modern buildings. 
Geometrical drawing to scale of architectural plans. 
The delineation of modern architectural details, both to large 

scales and also to full sizes. 
Some elementary practice in modelling. 
Some study of the art of sketching and of the art of water color 

painting. 
Architectural perspective and pictorial art. 
A general knowledge of quantity surveying. 
Skilled practice at writing specifications. 
Some knowledge of the Law of Contracts. 
A general knowledge of estimating and valuing. 
Study of Building Regulations, sewerage, Regulations and Acts 

of Parliament applying to buildings of various classes, such as Public 
Buildings, Hotels, Factories, etc. 
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Some knowledge of bookkeeping for Architects. 
The ethics of the profession of architecture. 
A careful study of literary composition so as to express technical 

instructions with skill and conciseness, as well as to conduct corres-
pondence with facility and tact. 

The cultivation of such manners, conduct and bearing that men 
who build for you may be found doing their best at all times and in 
all trades. 

The development of those social gifts that may commend you 
as a man worthy of trust, and as a skilled practitioner in architecture. 

This, gentlemen, I fear will appear to be rather a heavy equip-
ment for one man to carry, yet all of it I am sure is necessary, and 
knowing this I may be forgiven if I emphasize the imperative neces-
sity existing for the student to lay aside all else that would hinder 
that he may worthily carry these essentials of an architectural educa-
tion. 

[Federal 



FEDERAL COUNCIL. 

HE Annual Meeting of the Federal Council of Aus-
tralian Institutes of Architects was held at the 
Royal Victorian Institute of Architects' Roams, 57 
Swanston Street, Melbourne, on June 4th, 5th, and 

_ - 	6th. Mr. C. W. Chambers, President, presented 
and read the annual report which stated that the last meeting of the 
council was held over two years ago in Adelaide. The present meet-
ing should have been held in Brisbane, but was held in Melbourne 
as being more central. Regret was expressed at the continuance of 
the terrible war, and a desire expressed that some action should be 
taken to found an Honour Roll, which should contain the names of 
all members of the profession in Australia who had paid the "supreme 
penalty." "Make them to be numbered with thy Saints" was recom-
mended as a suitable inscription. It was very desirable that either the 
powers of the Council should be extended, or a Federal Institute 
should be formed. The latter course was the one favored by the 
speaker. It was very desirable that uniform registration laws be 
brought into operation in all the States. 

The President urged that Federal action should be taken to im-
press upon the Commonwealth and State Governments the desirability 
of engaging Architects in private practice for public works over a 
certain value. 

It was proposed that a "Code of Ethics" be adopted by the 
Federal Council, for the better regulation of Etiquette and general 
professional conduct. The following code is circulated as a basis of 

discussion and its adoption is recommended by the State Institutes:— 

CODE OF ETHICS. 

Clause i.—No member shall enter into partnership, in any 
form or degree, with any builder or contractor. 

Clause 2.-A member having any ownership or beneficiary in-
terest in any building material, device, or invention proposed to be 
used on work for which he is  Architect, shall inform his employer 
of the fact of such ownerships 
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Clause 3.—No member should be a party to a building contract 
except as "Architect"- or "proprietor." 

Clause 4.—No member should guarantee an estimate or contract 
'by personal bond. 

Clause 5.----It is unprofessional to advertise other than when 
changing address and then for not more than six insertions in any 
particular paper, giving name, address, profession, office hours, and 
special branch of practice if desired. 

The Institute does not object to members exhibiting the name 
and address of Architect on a building in course of erection providing 
that space occupied by name and address does not exceed five feet 
super. 

Clause 6.—It is unprofessional to solicit work or attempt to 
supplant an Architect after definite steps have been taken towards 
his employment. 

Clause 7.—It is unprofessional for a member to criticize in the 
public prints the professional conduct or work of another member 
except over his own name or under the authority of a professional 
journal. 

Clause 8.—It is unprofessional to furnish designs in competition 
for private or public work, unless for proper compensation, or to take 
part in any competition as to which the Council have declared by 
• resolution that members shall not take part because the conditions are 
not in accordance with the published "Suggestions for the conduct of 
Architectural Competitions" prepared by the Federal Council of the 
Australian Institutes of Architects. 

Clause 9.—No member should submit drawings except as an 
original contributor in any duly instituted competition, or attempt 
to secure work for which such a competition remains undecided. 

Clause to.—The scale of professional charges prepared by the 
Federal Council of the Australian Institutes of Architects and 
adopted by the Institutes represents minimum rates for competent 
service 

[Clause 
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Clause i i.--No member shall compete in amount of commission 
or offer to work for less than the scale of charges provided in 
Clause W. 

Clause 12.-It is unprofessional to practice with an Architect 
who has been expelled from or who is not a member of a recognised 
Institute of Architects. 

Clause 13.—Members are not permitted to accept any trade or 
other discounts, or give or accept any illicit or surreptitious com-
missions or emoluments in connection with any works the execution 
of which they may be engaged to superintend, or on which they may 
be employed in any capacity. 

Clause I4.— A member should so conduct his practice as to 
forward the cause of professional education and render all possible 
help to juniors, draughtsmen, and students. 

Confirmed at Meeting, 6th June, 1918. 

C. W. CHAMBERS, Chairman. 

Members agreed that uniform Registration Bills throughout 
the States were impossible in view of the present Commonwealth 
Constitution. It was also agreed as being advisable that the Articles 
of Association of the State Institutes of the Commonwealth be uni-
form. 

It was also agreed that Mr. A. W. Chambers be appointed to 
draft uniform articles and submit a draft to the members of the 
Federal Council for approval and comment. 

The next Annual Meeting was appointed to be held in Sydney. 
Mr. H. W. Tompkins, F.R.V.LA., was elected President and 

Mr. E. A. Bates as Hon. Secretary and Treasurer for the ensuing 
year. 



A PLEA FOR THE RETENTION OF 
OLD MELBOURNE CEMETERY. 

LETTER FROM THE REV. ISAAC SELBY. 

To the Editor "Journal of Proceedings." 

EAR Sir,—Mr. Morton, our city Engineer, is reported 
in your last issue as defending the action of the City 
Council in attempting to destroy our old cemetery. 
His first contention was that "the ground is valu- 
able and that the cemetery was stopping the develop-

ment of the city in this direction." Great, undoubtedly, is the value 
of all our park lands and this would never in itself constitute an 
argument for destroying any open space in the city. When the ceme-
tery was set apart as a burial ground, it was only worth ten pounds; 
that can be proven from Kerr's Directory of 1841. From the re-
ceipts which have been preserved we know that the grave-holders 
paid a pound for a grave, and Hayter's Statistics would lead us to 
believe that ten thousand people are buried there. 	Many grave- 
holders paid a thousand times more for their graves than the natural 
value of the land. Is it not therefore immoral to confiscate this land of 
the dead, when you can buy land close by from the living? Mr. 
Spence, the confectioner, tells me that if the Council offered him 
a fair price for his property he would sell out. And along that side 
of the street there is little else than cottages facing Victoria Street, 
so that it would add to the development of the city to convert this 
side of the street into a trade front. Insead of the markets having 
helped the general trade here they checked its development, and it 
finishes at the top of Elizabeth Street, and in the markets it is 
only carried on on market days. A retail market is not properly 
city development. 	The city develops along its great thorough- 
fares, Elizabeth Street, Bourke Street, Lygon Street, Smith Street, 
and so on are the true markets of the city. If a market were 
essential to city development, then it would be proper to have one in 
Richmond or in Collingwoud, but the working men's suburbs are 

{without 
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without markets, and to their benefit, for the retail shop carries the 
food to their doors. This is economic development. To the evolu-
tionist the market is a rudimentary organ. It belongs to primitive 
commercialism, and is seen to-day in New Guinea, where the tribe 
that makes pottery meets the tribe that grows sago at a given place 
and makes an exchange. 

The next point attempted to be made by Mr. Morton is "that 
the records are destroyed, and that the names on the stones are in 
most cases illegible." There are still about five hundred memorials, 
four hundred-and-fifty of which contain legible inscriptions. I have 
taken from them nine hundred names. The paper record has been 
destroyed, the stone-book remains, with some leaves torn out, and 
what is not known may at least be partially reproduced, from the 
Record of Deaths in the Titles Office, and the obituary notices in the 
old newspapers. 

He says: "The remains would be disinterred and re-interred in 
the new cemetery, or where known relatives desired." That is, they 
will dig up ten thousand bodies and divide them among the fifteen 
cemeteries around Melbourne, thus destroying the historic grouping 
of families, names and conditions of early Melbourne. They will 
root up the last memorial we have of the beginning and destroy its 
value for ever by dividing it. Here are buried a hundred representa-
tive men and women. The founders of our trade and commerce, 
our religion and science, our literature and art, and all that belongs 
to the beginning of our civic and social life, and among them are 
the remains of some of the greatest men who have ever lived on our 
planet. 	To-morrow the whole world will turn to us and ask: 
"Where is the grave of William Pascoe Crook?" He who with three 
others taught Polynesia to read and to write, and to become subject 
to British law. Are the graves of these men to be desecrated for a 
useless cabbage market, and the city put in debt to a further sum of 
a quarter-of-a-million? During the twenty years the pioneers were 
in power, from 1835 to 1855, there was no public debt. Is there 
not a moral side to town planning? 

And, why all this? Mr. Morton replied: "They have done like 
things in England and in Sydney!" I turn to the Encydopedia Brit-
annia to find out if it be true of England, and find that Westminster 
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LACHLAN MACKINNON 
Mackinnon was one of our earliest settlers, and originally took up land in the Loddon district. 
When we were granted representation in the New South Wales Legislature, he was one of our 
representatives, and it was while in Sydney that his wile, ' Jane Montgomery," who had 
accompanied him, died. He had her body brought back and buried here, and he put this 

casket over her grave, which is one of the finest works of art in the Old Cemetery.—I.S. 

JOSEPH RALEIGH 
Raleigh was a Broker and Merchant at different times, owning different stations. He built the 
second private wharf in Melbourne. The picturesh©ws his epitaph, on the other side of the casket, is that of his wife, thus: 	Priscilla, wife of Joseph Raleigh, March 7th, 1846, aged 32." 

" Thou art gone to the grave, 
But we will not deplore thee; 

For God was thy Ransom, thy Guardian, and Guide. 
He gave thee, He took thee, 
And He will restore thee, 

Westgarth was present  ta r the funeral  of Mrs. Raleigh,t and he represents  ~Raeigh as a thoroughly sincere man. The quotation on the casket he thinks was devoutly believed in b Raleigh 
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Abbey still remains in the heart of throbbing London. There were 
no English cemeteries by law until the passing of the Burial Act of 
1855, which created general cemeteries in England—while ours dates 
back to i837—and represents one of the early efforts of the Empire 
to produce tolerance and let all sleep together in death. 

The burial places dug up in England, I take it, would be chiefly 
church yards, but historic places like Grey Friars, in Edinburgh, are 
still kept. The Sydney cemeteries were older and belonged to the 
convict era, and as Melbourne was unstained by transportation our 
cemetery has a different signification to us. These Sydney cemeteries 
were in the direct line of the traffic. If the old cemetery were on 
Bourke Street it would be a parallel case. It is now recognised that 
the Redfern Railway Station was an engineering mistake, it is too far 
from the shipping and the records given by their old cemeteries have 
been lost. 

The "Age" newspaper has shown us, that distribution demands 
that the wholesale market be near the railway, and the local retail 
trade does not require any encroachment on the cemetery. 

I think a better argument could be put up for the abolition of 
the new cemetery (Melbourne General), than our City Engineer 
has put up for that of the old. The old is only eight acres and a 
quarter, while the new one is a hundred acres. This might be converted 
into a working man's suburb and would provide housing room for 
fourteen thousand people. Surely this would be more use to a commun-
ity than a vegetable market. Then, instead of moving the bones of 
the pioneers, we would shift those of the new, who have profited by 
the pioneer's labour. But why touch any? Let us keep our old ceme-
tery and beautify the heart of our city, but very little expense will 
do it, and by private contributions we can build in it a monument 
to the heroic men who have fallen at the front. A tower of strength 
and a hall of fame. Thus we build up the older and newer history 
together associating the story of the men who created our city, with 
that of those who defended our Empire. 

On behalf of the Old Cemetery and Soldiers' Memorial Union, 
I am, yours sincerely, 

ISAAC SELBY. 
[Minutes 



MINUTES. 

Minutes of General Meeting, held on Tuesday, July 23rd, 1918. 
The President, Mr. Arthur Peck, occupied the chair. 
The minutes of the previous meeting having been circulated in 

the "Proceedings," were taken as read. 
The President, in announcing that ,the conditions of competi-

tion for the University Atelier were available, stated that the floor 
space printed as 2500 square feet was an error, it should have been 
Boo to i000 square feet. 

Nominations.--The Hon. Secretary said he had much pleasure 
in nominating Messrs. J. S. Keage, E. H. Long, E. W. Corder, A. 
H. Conrad, as Associates of the Institute. They all had passed the 
R.V.I.A. Examination, and when their papers were passed by the 
Council they would come up for ballot. The nominations were 
seconded by Mr. R. H. Alsop. 

Mr. H. W. Tompkins reported that the Annual Meeting of 
the Federal Council of the Australian Institutes of Architects had 
been held at the Institute Rooms from June 4th to June 7th, and 
that the suggested Amendments to the Constitution and a proposed 
Code of Ethics would be laid before members at the next General 
Meeting. 

The President then introduced Prof. H. Payne to the meeting. 
Prof. Payne's paper was the first of three short papers read be-

fore the meeting on "Architectural Education," the two other papers 
being given by W. R. Butler, F.R.I.B.A. and R. G. Haddon, 
F.R.I.B.A., all of which appear elsewhere in the "Proceedings." 

Mr. Peck, in moving a vote of thanks to Prof. Payne and Messrs. 
Butler and Haddon, said he had to congratulate the students on 
having the opportunity to listen to such able papers, and he hoped 
some day to see Travelling Scholarships established. It was intended 
to continue the discussion on this important subject at further meet-
ings during the session. 

The motion was seconded by Mr. Lucas, who thought that more 
stress should have been laid on imagination, which he thought was the 
basis of Architectural design. 
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Mr. King (Geelong) thanked the Institute for his invita-
tion to the meeting. He had worked many years for the im-
provement of the Diploma course for the Technical Schools in Ar-
chitecture, and hoped the Institute would support it. `Ve were a 
long way from the inspiration of old examples in Architecture, but 
he hoped to see Travelling Scholarships available for students in the 
near future. He hoped to see a Chair of Architecture established 
at the Melbourne University. 

Mr. Nicholas did not think the Engineer was equipped for 
Architectural work. He thought apprentices should have four years 
at the University, which was better than four years in an office. 

Messrs. Brittingham, Keage, and Everett spoke on the subject, 
and Prof. Payne made a suitable reply. 
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ROYAL  VICTORIAN INSTITUTE. OF 
ARCHITECTS' 

 PRIZE COMPETITIONS FOR 1918. 

R.V.I.A. SILVER MEDAL, 
Open to all members, students of the V.A.S.S., and pupils who 

are serving or who have served their articles with an Architect being 
a member of the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects, and who 
shall be under the age of 30 yeai-s on the 3oth day of September; 1918. 

SUBJECT.–A Clock Tower, erected as a Memorial to our 
Fallen Soldiers, with steps at base and Colonnades forming 
shelter to public seats. To occupy such a position as the junction of 
Elizabeth Street, Sydney Road and Flemington Road, opposite the 
Haymarket. 

SITE.—Approximately level. 
STYLE.—Classic or Renaissance. 
MATERIALS.—Stone. 

DRAWINGS. Plans at three levels, two elevations and one 
section, all to a scale of 	inch to one foot. Detail of important 
portions, inch to one foot. Perspective in black and white, with or 
without shading. Other drawings in plain black line, without shad-
ing, sectional parts and windows to be blacked in. 

The Institute's Silver Medal will be awarded to design placed 
first in order of merit, and a prize value £3/3/-, with a special prize 
of £2121-, kindly donated by the President, Mr. Arthur Peck, to 
design judged second, and a certificate of Honourable Mention to de-
sign adjudged third (subject to clause in general conditions). 

RÒV.I.A. BRONZE MEDAL. 
MEASURED DRAWINGS. 

Open to all students of the V.A.S.S. and pupils or past pupils 
of members of the R.V.I.A., such students and pupils to be under the 
age of 25 years on the 3oth day of September, 1918. 

SUBJECT.—Two Tombs in the Melbourne Cemetery. Photo-
graphs of which appear in this issue of the Royal Victorian Institute 
of Architects journal of Proceedings. 
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The Institute's Bronze Medal will be awarded to the drawings 
adjudged first in order of merit. A prize of the value of £2/2/-, 
kindly donated by Mr. Frank Stapley (Vice-President), to the design 
adjudged second, and a Certificate of Honourable Mention to that 
adjudged third (subject to clause in general conditions). 

R.V.I.A, SKETCHING COMPETITION. 

Open to all members of the R.V.I.A. and students of the 
V.A.S.S., or pupils of such members. All competitors must be under 
the age of 30, on the 30th September, 1918. 

SUBJECT.—The subjects of sketches are to be selected by each 
competitor, and to be portions of buildings with their details. Sketches 
of wrought ironwork, fittings, decoration, carving, plasterwork, or 
furniture would be'acceptable as parts of series. 

Not less than four and not more than six sheets of drawings 
on paper, about to in. x 8 in., are required from each competitor. 

Sketches submitted in the "Measured Drawings" Competition 
may be entered for the Sketching Competition if suitably finished 
and the judges so informed. 

A prize of £2/2/- will be awarded to the series adjudged first 
in order of merit; and a prize of £1/1/- to that adjudged second 
(subject to clause in general conditions). 

All drawings are to be submitted without motto or nom de 
plume, and are to be accompanied by a sealed envelope containing 
the name and address of the author, and delivered at the rooms of 
the Institute, 57-59 Swanston Street, Melbourne, addressed to the 
Hon. Secretary, before 5 o'clock p.m. on the iith day of February, 
1919. 

For full particulars of the Competitions apply to the Honorary 
Secretary of the R.'V.I.A. 

[Along 



ALONG THE BYE-PATHS. 

OWN Planning Conference.—The Second Australian 
Town Planning Conference is being held in Sydney, 
from July 3oth to Aug. 6th. Competitive designs are 
invited by the Executive Committee for small houses 
in three classes with awards of £io/io/- first, and 

£5/5/- second prize each class; open to all persons. Particulars may 
be obtained from the Hon. Secretary of the R.V.I.A. 

Competitive Designs.--The Council of the Melbourne Univer-
sity is inviting competitive designs for the new building for the Archi-
tectural Atelier. The successful competitor will be given the carry-
ing out of the work, in conjunction with the University Architect. 
Intending competitors are notified that the required floor area of the 
building is from Boo to r000 feet super instead of the erroneous area 
mentioned in the official conditions of competition. 

The Executive of the Town Planning Association is inviting 
competitive designs for small houses, as stated above, under Town 
Planning. Particulars of competitions may be obtained on applica-
tion to the Hon. Secretary of the R.V.I.A. 

Mr. A. M. Blackett (F.).—Our late President, Mr. Blackett, 
who volunteered for active service, is now well 'on his way overseas, 
as is notified by a post card just received from "an Island half-way." 

Royal Academy.—There seems to be a smaller number of exhibits 
of sculpture than usual at Burlington House this year; there are cer-
tainly fewer independent figures and groups to a large scale. In the 
lecture room, for instance, the only large upstanding figure is Mr. 
Gilbert Bayes' statue, "The Chequer-board." On the whole it is 
a sedate and respectable exhibition, all very restrained, and free, with 
one exception, from any imaginative conception of absorbing interest 
or variety in plastic thought. The modelling shows little of the 
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boldness and power which have been at times evident in later years. 
No doubt many of our younger sculptors are now fighting, or their 
time is occupied in some work connected with the war. We note, 
for instance, with regret the absence of any example of Mr. Henry 
Poole's work, one of our most accomplished sculptors. The exception 
to which we have just referred is Mr. Gilbert Bayes' grandiose war 
equestrian statue in the quadrangle.— (Builder). 

Edith Cavell Memorial.--Sir George Framton, R.A., is en-
gaged on a sculptural work of importance in commemoration of Edith 
Cavell, surmounted with a figure of "Humanity protecting small 
States," on a high square base. Against the main face of the base 
stands the figure of the subject of the memorial, and on another face 
is a very fine bas-relief of "The British Lion, Stamping Out Envy, 
Spite, Malice and Treachery." 

England's New Cottage Homes.—Illustrations of the premeated 
designs in the various classes of competitive designs obtained by the 
Royal Institute of British Architects for the L.G.B., appear in the 
May number of the building papers to hand by recent mails. Some of 
them are good examples of planning, but others are open to the serious 
criticism they have been subjected to by the press. 

The next General Meeting of the Institute will take place at 
the Rooms, 57 Swanston Street, on Tuesday evening, 27th August, 
at 8 o'clock, when Mr. Bernard Hall, Director of the National 
Gallery, and Mr. Carew-Smyth, of the Education Department of the 
Government of Victoria, will read papers on "Architectural Educa-
tion." It is hoped that a lively discussion will take place after the 
papers on this most important subject. 

Flight-Lieut. H. R. H. Butler. 

HE subject of the following brief memoir was a mem-
ber of the Victorian Architectural Students' Society. 
After some two-and-a-half years' service he was 
killed in an aeroplane accident at Turnberry, in 
Scotland, on the 2nd June. He left Australia as 

a Sergeant in Artillery Reinforcements, and was transferred to the Air 
Service, in which he had obtained both his commission and "Wings." 
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He was the only son of Mr. Walter R. Butler (F.) , to whom he 
was articled, and left his professional career to join the colours. 11( 
died at the age of 21, full of life and hope. He was a great favourite 
with all who knew him; his open-hearted, honest, genial character 
endeared him wherever he went. In his life at the Melbourne Grim. 
mar. School, at the University, in sport, in barracks, in camp, and in 
all forms of life, he was a brave and fearless youth, filled to the 
brim with life's most joyous gladness, that caused a beam to lighten 
the face of all who knew him. Well balanced, and richly endowed 
with nature's soundest asset, common sense, with a genius for draw- 
ing that had not yet been developed, he seemed likely to become a 
man of note in his profession, the study of which at i8 years of age 
when he enlisted, had barely opened before him. He had completed his 
conquest of the air, and had made a thorough mastery of his aeroplane, 
but accident, that perhaps a hair's-breadth would have averted, in-
tervened and claimed his noble, young and chivalrous life, as part of 
the price our nation has to pay, and does pay with as little sadness 
as it may, so that unflinchingly we shall "carry on" through this "vale 
of tears" towards life's perfection. 

He was borne to his last resting place in Scotland on June 
5th, with full military honours, attended by a large number of 
officers of the Royal Air Force, and of the Australian Flying 
Corps, besides an aerial escort, which flew over the cortege as 
for six miles it wound its way through beautiful country from 
the aerodrome to the cemetery at Girvan. The sky he loved so 
well brimmed over with sunshine as they laid him down in his 
little grave, and a firing party paid the last tribute due to a 
faithful soldier. 

" Why weep at death, when life is so much sadder ; 
Life, with its partings and its bitter tears 
Life, with its blighted hopes and blank to-morrows ; 
Life, with its sad, secret longings, and its griefs. 
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N spite of the war, which has deprived us of so many 
members—some temporarily and some for ever—we 
are pleased to report that the Society is still success-
fully "carrying on." 

It is with deep regret that we report the death 
of one of our members, on active service, Flight-Lieut. H. R. H. 
Butler, who was killed on June 2nd, owing to an accident to his 
aeroplane. 

Another old V.A.S.S. member has gained distinction, that is 
Captain R. Synnot, who was mentoned in despatches in November 
last. 

At the General Meeting held in May, Mr. W. Montgomery 
read a paper entitled: "Art, and the Crafts." He spoke of the art 
of the Egyptians, Celts, Italians, and others, pointing out the char-
acteristics of each. Cubists and Post Impressionists he described as 
Anarchists of Art. Between the Designer and the Craftsman there 
should be sympathy and harmony. 

In June we had a lantern lecture on "Town Planning," by 
Councillor E. C. Rigby, who is Vice-President of the Victorian 
Town Planning Association. This lecture was very interesting and 
pleased the members. Mr. Rigby said that Town Planning was not 
so much a science as organised commonsense. There were numerous 
lantern slides, all of great interest, among them being views of 
Letchworth Garden City, a street in Berlin, views of Sydney and 
Melbourne slums. Views of the River Yarra, taken from the Rich-
mond Bridge, showed the factories disfiguring these otherwise beau-
tiful banks. One of the chief things in planning a city is to have 
adequate open spaces, thereby ensuring light and air and health. 

The following members of the V.A.S.S. have obtained the Dip-
loma in Architecture at the Melbourne University :— J. S. Keage, 
E. W. Corder, E. H. Long. 
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